
WRITE A NOTE ON THE DUCHESS OF MALFI AS A REVENGE TRAGEDY

MOVIES

â€œThe Duchess of Malfiâ€• is a macabre, tragic play, written by the English dramatist John Webster. But the violence
and horror scenes give it the touch it needs to be a revenge tragedy. The Cardinal and Ferdinand, the brothers of the
Duchess, are very much against their sisterâ€™s re.

Only the bare name Of being a father, or the weak delight To see the little wanton ride a-cock-horse Upon a
painted stick, or hear him chatter Like a taught starling. There should be murders  They unwillingly exit, and
Bosola enters to find the Cardinal planning to have him killed. Ferdinand goes to find Antonio. William
Painter, The Palace of Pleasure, vol. Cariola witnesses the marriage between the Duchess and Antonio, helps
deliver the Duchess's children, and is with the Duchess when the Duchess dies. Ferdinand is angry to the point
of shouting about his sister's "whorish" behavior he knows of the child, but not of the marriage , and the
Cardinal struggles to control his brother's temperamental outburst. There was a real-life Duchess of Amalfi
who was widowed at the age of 19 in  Yet to a very real extent, Webster draws on the conventions of stage
comedy in Act 1 of The Duchess, presenting us with an obstacle to true love, in the form of familial
disapproval, and inviting sympathy for the lovers who defy that authority. Although none of these deceptions
brings about its desired end, the characters turn again and again to secrecy and disguise to solve their
problems, as though they know no other way to move in the world. In this play revenge is a nominal thing--it
is all slight as compared to The White Devil. While the aristocracy clung to its desire for dynastic unions,
other sections of early modern English society adhered to an idea of marriage as a partnership based on
reciprocal affection. Background John Webster c. Ironically, the Cardinal kills her by tricking her into kissing
a poisoned book, while she is swearing to keep his secret. Some theatrical problems have been noted. The
publisher, then, appears to be trying to tempt buyers with the prospect of a longer, fuller version of the play
than had ever been seen in the theatre. Research the ways in which the type of theater, and the conventions
about casting a play, would have made a performance of the play seen in London in different from
performances staged in important theaters today. Usage terms Public Domain The big question is whether
Webster's play is more than simply a series of random, theatrically effective scenes and great characters,
something that is actually held together by a point of view. I can do both like a prince. A generation after these
two, Webster and his contemporaries were still writing tragedies in blank verse, though never as well. Act 4[
edit ] Scene 1â€”A prison or the Duchess's lodgings serving as a prison near Loreto: Ferdinand comes in with
Bosola, who is describing to him how the Duchess is dealing with her imprisonment. Act 4 Act 4, with its two
scenes set in the Duchess's chambers, moves quickly. Bosola, remorseful at last, takes her body to the care of
some good women, planning to leave immediately thereafter for Milan. The central conflict is set in motion
when the Cardinal and Ferdinand order the Duchess to remain unmarried, and she defies them by marrying
Antonio. Bandello says that the brothers arranged the kidnapping of the Duchess, her maid, and two of her
three children by Antonio, all of whom were then murdered. The first to enter are the Cardinal and Bosola. It
begins as a love story, with a Duchess who marries beneath her class, and ends as a nightmarish tragedy as her
two brothers exact their revenge, destroying themselves in the process. The quarto is the only substantive text
of the play that we have, and modern editions and productions are based on it. The startling violence, the
unbelievable plot twists, the mysterious motives of the brothers, and the calm strength of the Duchess have
made The Duchess of Malfi a subject for fierce debate for hundreds of years. Google Scholar  The fact that it
is he who is selected to provide the audience with this information endows this character of humble birth with
a considerable amount of authority. Ferdinand, finally stirred to action, arrives at the Duchess's palace to
confront her. They also appear to be afraid that because she is a widow she is more likely to want to marry a
second time. This play, written on commission, is the earliest known work to which Webster contributed. He
exits just in time, for Antonio bursts in brandishing a pistol, but the Duchess forces him to leave again when
Bosola knocks at the door. The last horror comes when Julia is poisoned in a most cold-blooded manner. The
moment at which chaos and horror descend on the Duchess and Antonio is precisely marked. The Cardinal
hears of the plan, instructs Bosola to banish the two lovers, and sends soldiers to capture them. Kirkpatrick, St.


